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Chapter 111

“This gentleman, if you really had a problem with our medication, I can take
responsibility for this, but you’ll have to show me the evidence first!”Haoden Ye sneered
and looked at the man, “At the very least, you should have the relevant medical test
reports!”

“Hey, of course the test report is there, but it’s not for you!”The man smirked.

At this time, Lawyer Liu also came over with a serious face and said with a straight face,
“Mr. Ye, after my client ate the medication from your store, his body became unwell, and
on behalf of my client, I am proposing 300,000 compensation to you!”

Haoden Ye turned his head and looked at Lawyer Liu, his brow furrowed, “Lawyer Liu,
although we didn’t get along last time, but I never wanted to embarrass you, why do you
keep coming to trouble me over and over again.”

Lawyer Liu’s eyes glowed, he smiled, “Mr. Ye this is where to say, last time it was that
little punk wronged me just, as for this time, also I was entrusted, Mr. Ye did not think,
perhaps you have offended too many people, we also happen to meet!”

After saying that his eyes looked at Haoden Ye with contempt, looking like he was
saying, “I’m just here to pick a fight, what are you doing to me?”

“Don’t you think you’re going a little overboard?”Haoden Ye’s face was furious, it was
obviously Lawyer Liu who plotted against him every time, why was he still harboring a
grudge against himself?

Lawyer Liu’s mouth slightly hooked up, showing a victorious smile, his tone is still a
serious look: “Mr. Ye where is this talk, but this is my job, Liu someone also wants to
make a living ah!”



“No need to talk nonsense with him, we have enough evidence, let him close down is
not simple, today, not to mention that he has lawyer Jin’s side of the relationship, I
Zhang Peng to make a move, even if the Holander’s group is coming, he will also be
good enough to close down to me!Haha!”

At this time, a bright business bureau car pulled up at the door, and a few uniformed
staff came down from above.

“Who is Haoden Ye?”A middle-aged man at the head of the group walked through the
door, his face serious.

Haoden Ye hurriedly greeted him and said very politely, “I am Haoden Ye?”

The middle-aged man swept him up and down, nodded gently, and extended his hand,
“Hello, Lin Yu, the deputy head of the Market Bureau’s Pharmaceutical Supervision
Division, someone reported a problem with the drugs sold in your store!”

At this time, attorney Liu and Zhang Peng came over, Zhang Peng looked aggrieved,
“Chief Lin, I am the one who reported him, this person sold a problematic drug, I ate a
little effect not to say, I have no appetite for food.”

As soon as Lin Yu heard the other party was there, he nodded and said, “That’s good,
and saves us from having to go back to you, did you say you had health problems and
hospital test reports?”

Zhang Peng nodded quickly, his eyes sweeping over Haoden Ye, his mouth cold, and
took out a piece of paper from his bag and handed it to Lin Yu.

Lin Yu took it over and took a closer look at it, his eyebrows furrowed as he swept Lin
Yu up and down, “It says you have a loss of appetite and vomiting and diarrhea?The
blood test said there was only one drug residue in your blood, the same kind of drug this
store sold you, right?”

“Right right!”Zhang Peng nodded evenly and made another feeble appearance, “Officer,
I’m very uncomfortable right now!”



Lin Yu nodded gently and handed the test to Haoden Ye, “Mr. Ye, this kind of report is
issued by the First Hospital and can be used as evidence, according to the regulations,
your store needs to be temporarily closed pending the court’s investigation and verdict!”

Zhang Peng and Lawyer Liu listened to him and looked at Haoden Ye with smiles of
success on their faces.

They thought that at this point Haoden Ye would be very anxious and worried, or
thunderstruck, yet Haoden Ye looked calm and unruffled.

“Chief Lin, if it’s true that there’s a problem with my medication, I can take responsibility,
but I don’t think Chief Lin should investigate this matter again!”Haoden Ye looked calm.

Chief Lin sank as soon as he heard it, he thought that Haoden Ye was another
unreasonable merchant, saying that he would continue to investigate, but in reality he
was just dragging his feet and refusing to close.

“Mr. Ye, the specific investigation can wait until the store is closed first, you can also go
to the court to complain if you feel there is a problem with the evidence, I believe that if
you are innocent, your pharmacy will be open in a few days!”Chief Lin Ke spoke in a
serious tone.

In fact, such cases are closed store before investigation, the market bureau can not let
a problematic store open until the end of the investigation, after all, the interests of
consumers are more important to them than the merchant’s personal interests.

“Chief Lin is right, I’m a lawyer and I know this area of law very well, if Mr. Ye refuses to
carry out the law, Chief Lin has the right to have the police come and detain Mr. Ye!”

Lawyer Liu smiled slightly, slowly, and although his words were fair, his eyes shone with
contempt and provocation.

In the past when he used this kind of tactics, the other party would have been furious at
this time, however Haoden Ye’s face was very calm, ignoring his eyes that provoked
him, smiling to Chief Lin, “Chief Lin misunderstood, I’m not organizing you to close the
store, but I want the hospital people to come and confirm that this report is indeed from
the central hospital!”



Lin Yu’s face darkened even more, having someone from the hospital come over to
confirm?Do you want a doctor to come here in broad daylight?It’s weird that people can
come over, Haoden Ye’s delaying tactic isn’t smart.

“You’re obviously being unreasonable, my test report has the hospital’s stamp on it, how
else can it be fake?If you want the doctor to testify, you can naturally testify in court, so
what’s your hurry!”Zhang Peng immediately smirked at Haoden Ye’s words.

This medical report does have the hospital’s seal, and the doctor who gave him the
medical report is his brother-in-law!

“Oh, isn’t Mr. Zhang throwing up and feeling ill?But I hear your voice full of energy, it
doesn’t sound like you’re sick!”Haoden Ye smiled coldly and turned his gaze to Zhang
Peng.

Zhang Peng’s face stiffened, his eyes flashed with panic, and he fidgeted, “You… you
don’t change the subject, you’re going to close your store today no matter what you
say!”

Haoden Ye snorted and turned to Lin Yu, “Chief Lin don’t worry yet, I’m looking for none
other than the Director of the Central Hospital, if he can come today, can I trouble you to
wait a little longer!”

Inside the pharmacy, everyone turned pale at that.

Haoden Ye actually knew the director of the Central Hospital?

Zhang Peng suddenly harrumphed and pointed at Haoden Ye, “Surnamed Ye, you’re
too able to brag, you know the director of the Central Hospital?Why didn’t you say you
knew Professor Hua from the Spiritual Medicine Hall!If Professor Hua could come and
testify for you, you’d still have a chance of opening your pharmacy today!”

“Oh, is it true?If I want to invite, I can invite Professor Hua instead!”Haoden Ye smiled
faintly, ignoring him and looking at Lin Yu instead.
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The Market Bureau wasn’t busy with work either, Lin Yu did have time to wait for
Haoden Ye, but he was still very doubtful if Haoden Ye could call the director of the
central hospital or not.

Haoden Ye didn’t talk nonsense and directly dialed President Li.

“Dean Lee, are you free again now?”The call was connected, and Haoden Ye
immediately told Dean Li.

“Haha, Little Ye, I’m sure others won’t have time to find me, but I’ll definitely be free if
Divine Doctor Ye finds me!”Dean Li’s voice was full of excitement, obviously happy that
Haoden Ye had called him.

Haoden Ye’s face flashed with gratitude before he said, “Then, please bother Dean Li to
come over here, someone from my pharmacy came and said that there is something
wrong with his body after taking the medicine from my pharmacy, and his body test
report is from your hospital, I would like you to come over and confirm it!”

“What!”Dean Li heard when the face immediately changed: “eat your medicine body
problems?How is this possible, Mr. Ye’s medical skills are unknown to others, and I
don’t know it?Someone must have wronged you!”

He took two ragged breaths, then said angrily, “Which doctor at our hospital issued the
medical report, I’ll start investigating immediately!”

Haoden Ye’s heart was moved, Dean Li still trusted himself very much.

“It’s a doctor named Zhang Wen, you can bring him along and we’ll talk about it
together!”Haoden Ye arrived immediately.

“Okay, just give me ten minutes and I’ll bring him right over!”Dean Li said and hung up
the phone immediately.

Inside the pharmacy, Lin Yu’s three men looked at him on the phone, all frowning.

They could also hear Haoden Ye’s voice on the phone, and there was indeed a pale
voice, but whether it was Dean Li or not they were not sure.



But if it’s not Dean Lee, then who is it?Haoden Ye couldn’t find someone to impersonate
Dean Li in advance!

Zhang Peng’s heart began to worry, his brother-in-law had just graduated from college
every two years, and was at most an outpatient physician position in the hospital, so
being able to open this medical report was also a way to exploit the other doctors’
loopholes.

If that person was really Dean Li and really investigated, the problem would be
discovered right away.

Liu lawyer heart also a little panic, although the total Zheng things because of the lack
of evidence, he was able to successfully leave the relationship, but the total Zheng was
indeed pitched in, if not for his hand in the total Zheng more black material, he also had
to be bitten out by the total Zheng.

However, although he got out, he lost his job, a word from lawyer Kim, who would dare
to use him in Dan?It’s just that outside of Dan City, as long as Holander’s influence
exists, he has trouble making it in the legal world.

Normally, it was fine for him to leave Dan City immediately now, but he harbored a
grudge against Haoden Ye, and when he heard that Haoden Ye had opened a
pharmacy, he found his friend Zhang Peng to find fault with him.

While the two of them were pregnant, Haoden Ye had asked Lin Yu to do down and
introduce his medicine.

Once he heard that the herbs were aphrodisiacs, Lin Yu’s face also flashed with
anticipation.

He is middle-aged and can’t help himself, plus he is usually running around, not to
mention resting, eating and drinking with no regularity, and there are times when he
needs to raid or squat for a whole day without resting.

The young man is fine, he is over thirty, of course his body can not withstand such a
torment, one way or another which aspect is not good enough.



It’s just that the wife is the unit leader’s daughter, pampered since childhood, of course,
temper is not small, now in her thirties, is like a wolf like a tiger’s age, but not their own.

The relationship between the two couples was now deteriorating, and on several
occasions he had seen his wife joking around with other men, looking very close.

“If only this drug of his really worked!”

Subconsciously, Lin Yu had hoped that Haoden Ye’s medicine was really as effective as
he said it was.

In less than ten minutes, however, a car pulled up at the entrance, and Dean Li got off
the car, followed by a young man, not more than thirty, who was somewhat handsome,
but his face looked very ugly.

“Mr. Yeh, are you there?”Dean Li quickly entered the pharmacy and his eyes began to
search for Haoden Ye.

Lawyer Liu and Zhang Peng saw Dean Li and Zhang Wen coming and their faces
changed.

“Man, you…why are you following this old man!”

Although he knew the reason for Zhang Wen’s visit, Zhang Peng still had a slight fluke
in his heart.

“Why I came!I thought I was going to ask you, but I thought you said once there were no
questions?”When Zhang Wen took a look at his brother-in-law, his fire came up, he had
worked hard to get into medical school, was careful in the unit, and finally fainted at the
position of deputy head of the outpatient department, but he never expected this to
happen.

Once Zhang Peng heard Zhang Wen’s words, his face turned ugly and he turned his
head to stare hard at Lawyer Liu, “Lawyer Liu!I only asked my next brother-in-law to
help you because I believed in you, but look what we’re going to do now!”

Lawyer Liu also panicked in his heart, but seeing two people like this, he did not dare to
show the slightest hint of panic, eyes inside a flash of viciousness, sneered: “What’s the



problem, as long as you assert that the medical examination is faulty, what can he
do?It’s been overnight now, and the law is still going to follow yesterday’s medical
examination, which must have been different than today’s.”

“What do you mean, do you want me to lie in front of Dean Lee?”Zhang Wen panicked,
his face white with hair.

“Now that you admit it, do you think it’s going to end well?”Lawyer Liu gave him a
vicious stare.

Zhang Wen was angry, but knew he had a point, so he could only grit his teeth and nod
his head.

And at this time inside the store, Dean Li had walked up to Haoden Ye and apologized,
“I’m really sorry, I’ve brought you someone, and I should be able to restore your
innocence later!”

Lin Yu saw that Dean Li had indeed come, and his face showed a look of joy.

For him, this matter was no longer about Haoden Ye, but something that concerned his
future happiness.

At this time, Haoden Ye also stood up and said to Dean Li with a grateful face, “Dean Li,
it’s really troublesome for you, and for you to come back for another run!”

President Li laughed and waved a big hand, “What’s the big deal, Mr. Ye’s help to our
hospital is that’s really big.”Saying that, he turned his head to Lin Yu, “You’re from the
Marketing Bureau, can you show me that report?”

Lin Yu gave him the report, and Dean Lee’s face darkened as he read it for a while.

“Dr. Zhang, come here for a second!”Dean Lee finished reading and turned his head
and shouted.

Zhang Wen’s body trembled slightly, biting his teeth and ran over to Dean Li, “Dean!”

Dean Lee bar handed him the report and chilled, “Did you write this report?”



Zhang Wen nodded quickly, and Dean Li said gloomily, “Hmph!You’ve got a lot of nerve
to help someone commit perjury, is that a quality a doctor should have?”
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“Dean, what are you talking about, when did I ever perjure myself!Even if you’re the
dean, you can’t frame people wrongly!”Zhang Wen crossed his heart to help the enemy
and immediately acted as if he had been wronged.

Dean Li’s face could not help but stiffen, he thought that with his status as dean, Zhang
Wen would definitely give an honest account, but to his surprise, he still wanted to be a
deadbeat to the end.

To make him believe that Haoden Ye’s medicine was faulty, he was deadly unbelieving,
not to mention Haoden Ye’s astonishing medical skills, there was no need to sell fake
medicine, Haoden Ye alone was worth more than a billion, was there a need to sell fake
medicine to make money?

It might be possible if he opened a couple of chains to sell counterfeit drugs, after all,
the man with a billion dollars might want to make two billion?But Haoden Ye opened
such a small front, how many fake drugs could he sell?

The gain is not worth the loss, Haoden Ye is not an idiot, why would he do it?

Dean Li is now feeling very ashamed, his own hallowed dean, in front of his
subordinates this single prestige is not even.

“Chapter Man!Do you take me, the dean, seriously or not, and are you still stubborn to
this day?”Dean Li’s face grew stern and he scolded Zhang Wen in anger.

Zhang Wen began to fear in his heart, Dean Li was the director of the Central Hospital,
if he was offended, he would have a hard time in the future.

“Dean Lee, what do you mean by that, this doctor is treating my client, doesn’t making a
diagnosis deliberately make evidence?If Dean Lee says so, beware of my client suing
you for slander, I will also file a complaint against the release!”Lawyer Liu stepped
forward with a righteous face.



If you don’t know, you really think he did what he did with a clear conscience.

Dean Li’s heart burned with anger, but he also knew that the words of lawyer Liu were
not wrong, Zhang Wen asserted that there was no problem with his test, what could he
do?

“President Li, don’t be angry, it’s not like there’s no way to prove whether the test report
issued by your hospital doctor is true or not!”Lin Yu stood by the side, seeing Dean Li’s
demeanor, he had some confidence in Haoden Ye’s medicine.

The director of the Central Hospital, if he didn’t trust Haoden Ye very much, why would
he not believe the words of his own men instead?

Several people turned pale at Lin Yu’s words, and Dean Li turned his head and said,
“What is this friend’s insight?”

“I’m not sure if I’ve ever seen a case like yours, but if the certificate issued by a mere
doctor is suspected of being faulty, the court will assign a special doctor to conduct a
survey, and of course that’s what happens after the matter goes to court, and again
before, if a doctor who thinks he’s respected can come over and diagnose this Mr.
Zhang to make sure there’s no such thing as what he said before.After the illness, we at
the MCA will also reconsider our disposition!”

Lin Yu spoke freely and quickly spoke his way out of it.

Dean Li was delighted at the news, while Lawyer Liu and Zhang Peng, the three of
them, looked surprised at the same time.

“You…you’re talking nonsense, that law says it can be done, I’ve studied law for over a
decade and I’ve never heard of your situation!”Lawyer Liu’s face showed anger as he
glared at Lin Yu.

Lin Yu shrugged, “Strictly according to the law, the dispute between your client and Mr.
Ye is a civil dispute, we don’t need to seize Mr. Ye’s pharmacy.”

Lawyer Liu was so pale at his words that he actually just stayed there.



Lin Yu is right, seizing stores this kind of thing is the matter of the Municipal Supervisory
Bureau, whether to prosecute Haoden Ye’s store is also their matter, Zhang Peng can
report Haoden Ye’s store, the Municipal Supervisory Bureau to decide how to deal with,
if not satisfied with the work of the Municipal Supervisory Bureau, can also complain,
but the specific operation or the Municipal Supervisory Bureau to decide, Zhang Peng
personally and Haoden Ye can only be considered a civil dispute.

And the City Supervisory Bureau if they are sure that Haoden Ye’s store is fine, people
don’t bother about it, so many stores to investigate every day, they are full and Haoden
Ye can’t get by.

“Chief Lin, thank you so much!”Haoden Ye threw Lin Yu a grateful smile, and Dean Li
was also full of smiles.

“Then I, personally, can diagnose this Mr. Zhang, and if you’re not sure, other doctors at
our hospital can also do a physical exam for you!”Dean Li’s gaze was sharp as he
looked at Zhang Peng.

Zhang Peng was already yellow at this point, he didn’t understand the law at all, but he
also saw that lawyer Liu was all speechless by Lin Yu.

“No, Dean Li is obviously shielding Haoden Ye, we refuse to diagnose at your
hospital!”Lawyer Liu was afraid that Zhang Peng would say something he shouldn’t, and
quickly preempted him.

President Li’s eyebrows furrowed, revealing a displeased look, “Then what do you
mean, is there any more authoritative than our hospital?”He finished and looked at Lin
Yu.

At the end of the day, it all depends on what attitude the MCA has.

Although Lin Yu was willing to believe that Haoden Ye’s medicine was problem-free, but
not being afraid of the unexpected, what if the medicine was indeed faulty?

He thought for a moment, “That way, if someone who everyone speaks more forcefully
comes in to make the diagnosis, I can convince the people above me to dismiss Dr.
Chapter’s diagnostic report.”



President Li frowned at the thought, is there any more authoritative than the central
hospital?

Lawyer Liu and Zhang Peng, the three of them were relieved at the same time, as long
as they didn’t let the doctors from the central hospital do the examinations, it was
impossible for the MCA to trust the doctors from other hospitals.

“What if it was Professor Hua from the Spiritual Medicine Hall who made the
diagnosis?”At this time, Haoden Ye’s voice suddenly came to mind.

Zhang Peng and lawyer Liu couldn’t help but laugh at his words, Zhang Peng pointed at
Haoden Ye and said, “Surnamed Ye, you really think you’re some big shot ah, Professor
Hua is also the one you said you’d invite?”

Lawyer Liu also showed a funny look, knowing the director of the central hospital is also
considered Haoden Ye is capable, how could he know Professor Hua?

President Li also frowned at Haoden Ye’s words, although he was the head of the
hospital, his status in the medical world was nothing compared to Professor Hua.

Professor Hua was a national level person, he was just the director of a local hospital.

“This… If Professor Hua could come and make a diagnosis, our people above wouldn’t
even consider Dr. Zhang’s diagnosis!”Lin Yu also didn’t believe that Haoden Ye knew
Professor Hua, but at this point he could only go along with what Haoden Ye said.

Haoden Ye nodded lightly in, once again pulling out his phone to dial Professor Hua’s
number.

Soon, the phone was connected, and the one who spoke was not Professor Hua, but a
young man: “Oh, Dr. Ye, I was just about to look for you, I can’t believe you called, do
you want to see my master?”

When Haoden Ye heard that it was actually Jiao Yuchun’s phone, he didn’t dare to be
long-winded and quickly said, “Is Professor Hua there?I have a bit of an emergency
here to ask him for a favor!”




